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"A weird mask of unknown origin and power is discovered and imbues its wearer with limitless cartoon character
invulnerability that takes the nerdy Stanley Ipkiss, the police, the mafia, and the monstrous mob muscleman
Walter on a colliding violent path of homicidal mayhem, lunacy, and destruction!"-The bestselling comic trilogy that inspired the blockbuster film The Mask is collected in this omnibus edition of
gruesome hilarity! A weird mask of unknown origin and power is discovered and imbues its wearer with limitless
cartoon character invulnerability that takes the nerdy Stanley Ipkiss, the police, the mafia, and the monstrous
mob muscleman Walter on a colliding violent path of homicidal mayhem, lunacy, and destruction! Collects The
Mask, The Mask Returns, and The Mask Strikes Back!
It has all the makings of an epic adventure: an ancient artifact is rediscovered, a mask of unknown origins, with
unforeseen power and magic. But who knew that after donning this mask even the wimpiest geek would become
an indestructible, shape-changing supertornado with a mind for mischief and an appetite for destruction?
Equally adept with gun, knife, bat, bomb, pie, or bat-knife-gun-pie-bomb, geek-turned-superfreak the Mask cuts a
crazed swath of cartoon mayhem! • This original comic trilogy inspired the hit film The Mask, which has grossed
over $450 million worldwide since its release in 1994. This volume collects The Mask, The Mask Returns, and
The Mask Strikes Back.
Aliens
Aliens: More Than Human
Itty Bitty Mask
The mask
"A surge of vampires has overtaken Europe in the wake of a devastating plague that ended World
War 1. The determined soldier Lord Henry Baltimore battles his way across the continent through
ruined ships, vampire nuns, and warlocks, all the way to London where he confronts his
bloodthirsty nemesis." -- page 4 of cover.
This is the book which, along with its predecessor 'The Mask', inspired and provided the source
material for the feature film 'The Mask'. It doesn't matter who you are, once you put on the
weird jade mask, you become a homicidal lunatic - and nothing can kill you.
The bestselling comic series that inspired the blockbuster film returns with gruesome hilarity
from the showrunner of AMC's Halt and Catch Fire and Hellboy's Patric Reynolds. Years ago, a
weird mask of unknown origin and limitless power was buried in the cement of an apartment
building's basement floor. Edge City and its residents have all but forgotten the mysterious
green-faced killer known only as "Big Head." But now, decades later, the bizarre Tex Avery-style
killings are happening all over again and are on a collision course with a bizarre political
campaign where a homicidal maniac wants to "Make America Green Again"! Collects The Mask: I
Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #1-#4.
Genocide
Predator
The Mask Omnibus
The Billionaire's Mask (Mask #1)
RUMBLE and BPRD writer JOHN ARCUDI is back at Imagewith rising star VALERIO GIANGIORDANO for an all-new horror series set in
themidst of the Civil War. In the middle of thehorrors of the American Civil War, young soldier Virgil Morris discovers that hecan't leave his
Pawnee origins behind him. Visited by ghosts and visions, helearns that the war is not the worst evil he and his new friend, nurse FrancesShaw,
face. Together - and apart - Frances and Virgil combat madness and hellitself. Collects TWO MOONS#1-5
Make America Green Again! The bestselling comic series that inspired the blockbuster film returns with gruesome hilarity from the showrunner
of AMC's Halt and Catch Fire and Hellboy's Patric Reynolds. Empowered by an ancient mask, the ''Big Head'' killers swath of mayhem cuts
through Edge City, this time with presidential hopefuls as his targets. And after taking out the competition, Big Head himself makes a shocking
announcement. The series that inspired the hit film The Mask!
Worlds collide in DC Comics and Dark Horse’s greatest crossover events featuring the Justice League! In the dense forests of Central America,
Superman makes an incredible discovery: a spacecraft of unknown origin, which could point humanity toward new technological advances—or
spell its doom. As the Man of Steel realizes the ship is somehow draining his powers, a terrorist organization arrives to use the ship for their
own nefarious plans. As Superman struggles to focus his waning power, the ship’s predatory owner returns… When the insane sentient
computer, Skynet, sends Terminators to present-day Metropolis to hunt John Connor, it didn’t plan on the Man of Steel coming to the
rescue…or did it? As the battle to save mankind rages in the Metropolis of the present and the future, will the combined might of Superman,
Supergirl, Superboy and Steel be enough to stop the deadly killing machines—and their new ally, the Cyborg Superman—from terminating John
Connor? When magic-wielding Nazis known as the Knights of October kidnap the original Starman, Ted Knight and Batman must
begrudgingly accept the help of Hellboy to track down the kidnappers. The mysterious plot thickens and leads to the jungles of South America,
where Jack Knight, the current Starman, joins the investigation to rescue his father. Can these three heroes stop the metaphysical scheme the
Knights of October are concocting? The daughter of a prominent Gotham politician is missing after a mysterious explosion, and her friend
Barbara Gordon and Batgirl follow a lead to Arcadia to find out what’s really going on. Meanwhile, the psychotic Two-Face discovers that
some of his dead Gotham City henchmen have been reanimated and recruited into the service of Arcadia’s crime lord, Malcolm Greymater.
Arcadia’s vigilante heroine, Ghost, soon finds her sordid little city in the center of an all-out gang war between Two-Face and Greymater—and
if she wants this war to stop, she’ll need the help of Oracle and Batgirl to get the job done! DC COMICS/DARK HORSE COMICS: JUSTICE
LEAGUE VOL. 1 contains some of the most exciting crossovers between Dark Horse and DC’s greatest juggernauts! Collects SUPERMAN
VS. PREDATOR #1-3, SUPERMAN VS. THE TERMINATOR: FIGHT FOR THE FUTURE #1-4, BATMAN/HELLBOY/STARMAN #1-2
and GHOST/BATGIRL #1-4.
The Collection
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The Terminator: The Original Comics Series-Tempest and One Shot
Adventures of the Mask Omnibus
The Mask Returns
The Mask is back, and it's Herman Shazbert's turn! When the mild-mannered zookeeper buys his wife a strange mask, the whole town
wants to try it on! Grandma Shazbert, the Mayor, the animals at the zoo--everyone gets to share in the Mask's wacky powers! Don't miss
a single panel of the fun from Aw Yeah Comics! and Itty Bitty Hellboy's Art Baltazar and Franco! Collects Itty Bitty Comics: The Mask
#1-#4.
Graphic novel. A ruthless businessman is developing an army of Aliens for his own end. Film tie-in.
A mystical artifact from the ancient past, the relic known only as the Mask imbues its wearer with nearly limitless power…face-stretching,
mallet- forming, clock-smashing power. Slap the Mask on your mug and nothing is beyond your reach—or the reach of a pie bomb—which
is why every crook, grifter, creep, hood, miscreant, scofflaw, and other words in the thesaurus are out to get their mitts on it. The hunt for
the valued vizard (thanks again, thesaurus!) goes from sea to shining sea, involving voodoo, Amazonian tribesmen, ninja (sweet!),
mafiosi, Crypto-Nazis…and the Bardard Thespian Club!
Baltimore Omnibus Volume 1
MASK CONTRE ATTAQUE -T2The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #2
The mask, el retorno
Rick, Ben, Hugo, and Archie are four teens with a fixation on that melon-headed menace, The Mask. When they each get a shot at
wearing empowering emerald artifact, they figure it's a dream come true And it is Power, fame, and ultimate wish fulfillment are at
arm's reach
Rick, Ben, Hugo, and Archie are four teens with a fixation on that melon-headed menace, The Mask. When they each get a shot at
wearing the empowering emerald artifact, they figure it's a dream come true! And it is! Power, fame, and ultimate wish fulfillment
are at arm's reach! But so is the mute man-monster, Walter, and arm's reach is far too close when he's involved!
A group of wildcat planetary prospectors plant their flag on a distant new world, rich in land, resources . . . and the greatest
archaeological discovery in history, an ancient complex of impossible proportions carved deep within the living rock, a mindnumbing labyrinth of passages, ramps, bridges, and galleries that seems to extend limitlessly. But as the exploration of the
leviathan dead city proceeds deeper and deeper, the members of the team slowly begin to lose their grip on reality, and madness
gives way to fear as the explorers begin to disappear. Something else lives within the necropolis, a faceless horror as deadly and
merciless as space itself, a lethal terror that has waited centuries to awake . . . and destroy. At long last, Dark Horse Books heralds
the return to graphic fiction of the heavyweight champion of modern science-fiction/horror, Aliens! Features the top-flight creative
team of writer John Arcudi, penciller Zach Howard, and inker Mark Irwin.
Complete Major Bummer Super Slacktacular
The Mask Omnibus Volume 1 (Second Edition)
Mask Omnibus Volume 1
Dark Horse Comics/DC Comics: Mask

“I am a monster, Miss Hart. You wouldn’t want nor wish to see me...” He is mysterious and
brilliant, wealthy and prominent, but no single person has seen him in person. Well, no
one should see him—that's one of his many rules. No one can touch him either; that's also
another rule. Except for me because I have broken every rule. Now I'm extremely drawn to
him. His peculiarity is out of this world, and his beauty is beyond physical. But the
Master has demons of his own and is being chased by his brutal past. Suddenly, we've
become the reflection of each other's nightmares. I realize that the Master and I are not
so different. Is this newly found bond just another uncertain fate that could deepen our
wounds, or is it finally going to be our redemption?
"GHOST WAR," Part One After years apart, Frances Shaw (now a medical doctor) and Virgil
Two Moons (now a Pawnee shaman) are once again drawn to each other on the eve of an
impending crisis.
The Mask Omnibus Volume 1 (Second Edition)Dark Horse Comics
The Mask Strikes Back
Stronghold
The Mask
Mask
This special edition collects both the original Mask miniseries and its smash-hit follow-up, The Mask
Returns, in two hardbound, cloth-covered, foil-stamped volumes. The two volumes are contained in a
special full-color printed slipcase created especially for this hardcover collection. and to complete
the package, both writer John Arcudi and artist Doug Mahnke will sign these numbered volumes, limited to
a mere 1,000 sets! Collects The Mask #0-4 and The Mask Returns #1-4. Two limited-edition, SandN
hardcover collections in a full-color slipcase.
Describes the chaos and violence that ensues following the discovery of a potent and potentially
nefarious drug distilled from Alien blood
Between 1991 and 2007 Dark Horse Comics and DC Comics collaborated on an unprecedented level, pitting
their top franchises against one another in no-holds-barred throwdowns! In this collection of DC Comics
crossovers, Dark Horse brings never republished material featuring a host of heroes back to fans in a
single volume. This volume features The Mask, The Grifter, and The Joker in crossover action!
The Mask Omnibus Volume 2 (Second Edition)
DC Comics/Dark Horse Comics: Justice League
Joker/Mask
The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #4

Life in Edge City has always been tough for Stanley Ipkiss. He's as good-natured and decent as they come, but nice don't
pay the bulldog or make points with the ladies. Stanley knows he's destined for greater things, but how to get there? Enter
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the Mask, an ancient artifact that imbues its wearer with the power to do just about anything one desires — especially if one
desires zoot suits, pies, mallets, cartoon bug-eyes, and a penchant for Latin song stylings! Stanley Ipkiss now has the world
on a string, but there are many in that world of vastly lesser niceness than Stanley who desire the Mask's power for
themselves. With great power comes big trouble... and even bigger laughs!
The bestselling comic series that inspired the blockbuster film returns with gruesome hilarity from the showrunner of AMC's
Halt and Catch Fire and Hellboy's Patric Reynolds. In the presidential debate of the century, a woman with a noble cause
takes on a deranged, green-headed murderer who promises to provide every tax payer with as much high-tech weaponry as
they can carry.
When Gotham City's Clown Prince of Crime discovers a thousand-year-old relic that makes him invincible, Batman must find
a way to save the city from these two madcap maniacs. Original. (Graphic Novel)
Big Game
The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask
Two Moons, Volume 1: the Iron Noose
Grifter and the Mask team up and face off against smugglers at a Las Vegas weapons show. After
destroying a planet, the Mask has a bounty on his head and Lobo hot on his tail in a mindbending, time twisting showdown between madmen. And last, but not least, the Joker stumbles upon
the mask which inspires a new super-powered reign for the Clown Prince of Crime! This volume
collects Grifter/The Mask #1-#2, Lobo vs. the Mask #1-2, and Joker/Mask #1-4.
Heartless, mechanical cruelty meets dogged human courage and perseverance! In the aftermath of
the events in James Cameron’s The Terminator (1984), John Connor sends a strike team into the
past to destroy Cyberdyne, the company that will eventually create the world-controlling
computer Skynet. But the machines counter by sending a team of Terminators to block the
attempt—turning Los Angeles into a war zone! Before Terminator 2: Judgment Day or any of the
other film sequels, Dark Horse Comics carried the torch for the Terminator saga, creating a
continuity that carried the action across the world and across time. The story in this volume,
by John Arcudi and Chris Warner, paved the way for a rich parade of sequel tales. Also included
in this volume: The Terminator: One Shot, by writer James Robinson and artist Matt Wagner!
Introduction by John Arcudi.
Lou Martin's just gained incredible superpowers! Too bad all he wants to do is stay firmly
planted on the couch. But an alien got Lewis Martin, slacker extraordinaire, and Martin Lewis,
promising young lawyer, confused and sent an Extreme Enhancement Module to the wrong guy, and
now Lou's got superheroes trying to get him to . . . ugh . . . contribute to society--and
outlandish supervillains, monsters, and aliens are out to take him down! * Created by John
Arcudi (B.P.R.D., The Mask, A God Somewhere) and Doug Mahnke (The Mask, Final Crisis, Green
Lantern). * Major Bummer collects all fifteen issues, long out of print and collected here for
the very first time!
The Mask: I Pledge Allegiance to the Mask #3
The Mask: Lobo
The Creep
Two Moons #6
A young boy puts a gun in his mouth and pulls the trigger. The police don't care—not about his death or
the death of his best friend two months earlier. The dead boy's mom seeks help from an old flame that's
employed as a detective. Will the detective's freakish appearance get in the way of uncovering the
terrible secrets of these two teenagers? Collects issues #0-#4. * From the writer of B.P.R.D. and the
artist of Green River Killer. * Additional art by Frank Miller, Mike Mignola, and Ryan Sook.
With chaos and absolute power on the presidential agenda, will Big Head take all? The Mask calls out to
the minds of those previously under its control and sets pieces into motion that will lead to a
conclusion that is explosive in more ways than one.
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